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Energy-Aware Replica Selection for Data-Intensive
Services in Cloud
Bo Li, M.S.
Rochester Institute of Technology, 2012
Supervisor: Dr. Ivona Bezáková
With the increasing energy cost in data centers, an energy efficient ap-
proach to provide data intensive services in the cloud is highly in demand. This
thesis solves the energy cost reduction problem of data centers by formulating
an energy-aware replica selection problem in order to guide the distribution
of workload among data centers. The current popular centralized replica se-
lection approaches address such problems but they lack scalability and are
vulnerable to a crash of the central coordinator. Also, they do not take total
data center energy cost as the primary optimization target. We propose a sim-
ple decentralized replica selection system implemented with two distributed
optimization algorithms (consensus-based distributed projected subgradient
method and Lagrangian dual decomposition method) to work with clients as a
decentralized coordinator. We also compare our energy-aware replica selection
iv
approach with the replica selection where a round-robin algorithm is imple-
mented. A prototype of the decentralized replica selection system is designed
and developed to collect energy consumption information of data centers. The
results show that in the best case scenario of our experiments, the total en-
ergy cost using the Lagrangian dual decomposition method is 17.8% less than a
baseline round-robin method and 15.3% less than consensus-based distributed
projected subgradient method. Also, the prototype is proved to be working
efficiently with low computation and communication overhead. The proposed
decentralized energy-aware replica selection system can also be easily adapted
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In the cloud, some services are replicated in geographically different
data centers. If the clients want to use such services, they need to specify one
or more data centers to connect with. The problem of how to choose from those
data centers is called replica selection. The way in which replicas are selected
for client requests is important to both clients and cloud service providers. It is
because by choosing the right replicas, clients can achieve optimal experiences,
such as minimal latency, the least packet loss, or maximal available bandwidth.
Also, replica selection is valuable to the service providers because it can be
utilized to balance the load between different replicas, as well as to minimize
the operating cost.
According to the EPA report in 2007 [21], data centers consumed 61
billion kWh which is 1.5% of the total U.S. electricity in 2006. Since energy
consumption has comprised a significant part of the costs in data centers,
energy cost reduction becomes an essential way to reduce and minimize the
operating cost of data centers. The electricity price is one of the factors af-
fecting this cost in data center. It varies with different locations and different
times in a day. For example, the electricity price in the U.S. may cost about
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11.2 ¢/kWh, while that of another location in South Africa may cost 5.37
¢/kWh. Also, the time zones result in the situation that one data center is at
its load peak hours while another is at its off-peak hours, which also causes
the electricity price to vary between such data centers. Therefore, an energy-
aware replica selection system considering real time electricity price is highly
in demand by cloud service providers to reduce the total energy cost.
In terms of system architecture, a replica selection system can be de-
signed as either a centralized coordinator or several distributed agents work-
ing as a decentralized coordinator between clients and replicas. Centralized
architecture, such as MapReduce [8], implements a centralized coordinator to
handle and distribute all the tasks. Such architecture performs well when not
many client requests need to be handled. However, the flaw of its scalability
causes a bottleneck in handling a large amount of client requests. Also it is not
reliable because once the centralized coordinator crashes, the replica selection
system would stop working. Decentralized coordinator performs much better
in terms of scalability and reliability. The burden from clients can be split into
different agents in the replica selection system. However, previous works [23]
on designing decentralized replica selection systems have not considered total
system energy cost as the primary optimization objective. Therefore, a new
decentralized replica selection system considering both energy cost and band-
width capacity to achieve the most energy efficient load distribution solution
for data centers needs to be designed. The prototype of such decentralized
replica selection system can also be easily adapted to the real cloud environ-
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ment.
In this work, we propose an energy-aware decentralized replica selec-
tion system for data-intensive applications in the cloud. It can reduce the
total energy cost by distributing the data-intensive workload among all the
data centers in the system. An energy consumption model for data centers is
built to indicate the relationship between workload and energy consumption for
data-intensive applications. The decentralized architecture requires each data
center working as a distributed agent to cooperate with other data centers. In
particular, we adapt the Lagrangian dual decomposition method (LDDM) to
our replica selection system to solve this global optimization problem in paral-
lel. The algorithm is developed and implemented into our runtime system. We
compare both performance and total energy cost of our approach with those
of consensus-based distributed projected subgradient method (CDPSM) [16]
and baseline round-robin replica selection method. The results show that in
the best case scenario of our experiments, our proposed replica selection sys-
tem implemented with LDDM can reduce 17.8% total energy cost than that
of round-robin method, while using CDPSM can only reduce 2.5%. The re-
sults also show that LDDM has better performance than CDPSM in terms of
lower system complexity and faster convergence rate for solving global energy
optimization problem.
The rest of this thesis is organized as follows: Section II is a review
of the related work. Section III is the methodology of solving the energy-
aware replica selection problem. It includes the energy consumption model in
3
data center, system architecture, the formulated optimization problem, and
algorithms we adapt to solve the global energy cost reduction problem in
parallel. Section IV evaluates the performance as well as the energy cost
reduction of our decentralized replica selection system. Section V concludes




2.1 Energy Efficiency in a Data Center
Energy efficiency in the cloud has been studied as an important issue by
others. The effort of reducing energy cost has been taken through hardware,
software, as well as networking aspects [4]. For example, resource allocation
[22] and scheduling algorithms considering QoS [5, 3] can improve energy effi-
ciency of data center as well as guarantee the quality of services. Such work
solves the problem of energy efficiency in the data center in the situation that
resources can be allocated in a data center or among data centers. However,
such work does not investigate the workload distribution of client requests
among all the data centers, which can also affect the total energy cost even if
the resources have already been optimally allocated. In particular, for data-
intensive services such as online video sharing or distributed file systems, the
distribution of workload to each data center can significantly affect the en-
ergy cost. Also, compared with latency in QoS criteria, bandwidth capacity
of the data center is more important for such services. Zong et al. [25] apply
a buffer-disk to schedule storage system tasks, so that energy consumption
can be reduced by keeping a large number of idle data disks sleeping long
enough. But they only consider the relationship between disk state and power
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consumption regardless of different application types for the disk. Given the
fact that energy efficiency serves for the goal of reducing cost of energy con-
sumption in data centers, electricity price and bandwidth capacity are also
core factors needed to be considered by the service providers. Rao et al. [17]
involve multiple electricity markets into their model aiming at minimizing the
total electricity cost. This work proves that our work in this thesis toward
data-intensive services is necessary given that data centers have time and lo-
cation diversity. However, they do not consider the bandwidth capacity which
is the primary constraint for data-intensive applications. In order to minimize
energy cost of data centers, Liu et al. [13] take workload and number of active
servers in each data center into consideration. However, they assume that the
single server energy consumption does not depend on the load, which is not
practical for servers in the real world data centers.
The ultimate goal of energy management is to make energy consump-
tion proportional to load [6]. For data-intensive applications in the cloud, the
traffic load has been proved to be able to affect the energy consumption of the
data center. In the work of Smith and Sommerville [20], the different types of
applications can result in an energy consumption increment in different sub-
components within a server, such as memory, CPU, disk, etc. Furthermore, a
linear relationship between data-intensive workload and energy consumption
for hard disk in server systems is validated in [12]. Since data-intensive ap-
plications in the cloud are mainly disk intensive (e.g. online video streaming
and sharing), we assume there is a linear relationship between the workload
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and the energy consumption of a server in the cloud. However, we cannot
make the assumption that a linear relationship exists between workload and
energy consumption in the other components of data centers. For instance,
the majority of network devices, comparing with a single server, are far from
being energy proportional [14, 19].
In our work, we take the real time electricity price into consideration
to calculate the total cost of energy consumption in the data centers. We
propose an energy model with the assumption that the energy consumption
comes from two major parts of the data center: servers and network devices.
We use this model to minimize the total energy cost of the data centers.
2.2 Replica Selection in Cloud
In order to improve the service performance and quality, service providers
in the cloud distribute data centers in geographically different locations. This
can bring the users high speed access to the resources as well as improve the
reliability of cloud services. However, redundant resources and infrastructure
also lead to huge cost of the data centers [9]. Replica selection, which is de-
scribed as the way of selecting data centers for a specific service, can help both
users and service providers to maximize the utilization of data centers. It can
improve the data center efficiency and lead to more benefits for the service
providers.
The work of Ruiz-Alvarez and Humphrey [18] presents an approach for
selecting storage services in the cloud. However, it relies on a storage system
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description which is machine readable regarding its performance and other
features. In fact, if the cloud service comes from different cloud providers,
some credential information cannot be shared with others. So, this approach
is hard to use in solving replica selection problems across multi-data centers.
Replica selection can be developed as a system or service in the cloud.
The above approach can only be implemented as a centralized coordinator.
Similarly, the work of Le et al. [11] optimizes both energy and cost of data
centers but it can only be designed in a centralized architecture. The limi-
tations of centralized architecture in scalability and reliability motivate us to
choose the decentralized architecture solution as an alternative. Dabek et al.
present a decentralized network coordinate system to predict the network la-
tency in order to help users to select from hosts [7]. In the work of Wendell et
al. [23], a decentralized replica selection system is proposed to direct clients’
requests to the data centers aiming at minimizing network cost. In my the-
sis, we consider not only the bandwidth capacity but also the energy cost of
data-intensive applications when formulating the replica selection problem.
In our work, replica selection problem is formulated as nonlinear con-
vex optimization problem. The decentralized architecture requires us to solve
the global optimization problem in parallel. Liu et al. present Gauss-Seidel
method and gradient projection method to solve the global optimization prob-
lem in a distributed manner [13]. Wendell et al [23] propose a Lagrangian dual
decomposition method in a decentralized system to solve the global optimiza-
tion problem of network cost performance. A consensus-based distributed
8
projected subgradient method [16] can also be used to solve the global op-
timization problem by the collaboration of distributed agents. In my thesis,
we integrate the Lagrangian dual decomposition method and distributed pro-
jected subgradient method into our replica selection system. We also compare




In this section, we first present an energy consumption model for data
centers. Based on this model, we then formulate the replica selection problem
as a convex optimization problem which minimizes total energy cost of data
centers subject to the bandwidth capacity of each data center. After that,
we propose a simple decentralized architecture where the distributed nodes
cooperate with each other to solve the global optimization problem in parallel.
Finally, we adapt two algorithms for solving optimization problems in parallel
into our problem to work under the decentralized replica system architecture.
Some important notations in this section are summarized in Table 3.1. They
are mapped to the system architecture in Fig. 3.1.
3.1 Energy Consumption Model for Data Center
In order to minimize the energy cost of data-intensive applications in
the cloud, we need to build a correlation between energy consumption and the
requests from clients. We consider the energy consumption in the data center
coming from two major parts: the server nodes, and the network infrastruc-
ture. Since data-intensive applications in the cloud are mainly disk intensive
10
Table 3.1: Notations
C Set of all clients
N Set of replicas
pcn Traffic load mapped from client c to replica n
Pn Constraint sets on replica n
Bn Bandwidth capacity on replica n
Rc Traffic load of the request from client c
un Unit price (¢) of power in replica n
an Weight value of replica n in consensus-based algorithm
αn, βn Weight scalars for the energy consumption of computer
devices and network devices in replica n
(e.g. video streaming and sharing), we make the assumption that there is
a linear relationship between the workload and the energy consumption of a
server in the cloud, which is also desired in a energy efficient data center [2] en-
vironment. The relationship between the energy consumption of the network
infrastructure (such as routers and switches) and workload is determined by
the technologies used in designing the hardware. For the equipment which
use Dynamic Voltage Scaling (DVS) [10] as the energy reduction approach
at integrated circuit level, the relationship between traffic load and energy
consumption can be modeled as cubic. For instance, Ethernet interface cards
applying DVS and DFS (Dynamic Frequency Scaling), have been proved to
support this relationship [24]. Therefore, we can get a weighted combination
of linear (for servers) and cubic (for network devices) relationship between
energy consumption and network traffic load in our model. The total energy
11












where α and β are weight scalars. The goal of our problem is to minimize Eg
for the clients’ requests to the data centers. The global optimization problem







subject to fn(P ) =
∑
c




pcn −Rc = 0,∀c ∈ C
(3.2)
where En = un · (αn
∑
c pcn + βn(
∑
c pcn)
3) is the energy consumption cost in
replica n, fn(P ) is the bandwidth capacity constraint of replica n, hc(P ) is the
request constraint of client c. The problem turns out to be a cubic objective
function with several linear equality and inequality constraints.
3.2 Decentralized Replica Selection System
The decentralized replica selection system is built on the infrastructure
of data centers without any additional devices. The architecture is shown in
Fig. 3.1. In the system, each replica keeps listening to the clients’ requests.
Once the requests to the replica selection system are received, these repli-
cas will start to cooperate with each other to solve the global optimization
problem.
The decentralized architecture of the replica selection system makes
it capable of accepting more clients’ requests than centralized architecture
12
Figure 3.1: Distributed services in replicas
because each replica works individually to handle clients. Also the replica se-
lection service is transparent to the clients, which means the client does not
need to know which replica it is communicating with since each replica is do-
ing exactly the same work in the system. Another advantage of decentralized
architecture is that the system is more reliable. If the replica selection work
is assigned to a single node, the crash of this node can cause the failure of
the whole replica selection system. It is unlikely to happen in a decentral-
ized replica selection system unless all the replicas malfunction. However, the
decentralized solution is not perfect because the communication and compu-
tation overhead can decrease the efficiency of the replica selection system. In
terms of energy consumption, the less efficient system consumes the more en-
ergy. Therefore, high performance of the selected distributed algorithms is
highly desired for reducing the total energy cost.
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3.3 Replica Selection System Design
The replica selection system involves the client side and the server side.
The programs of both sides are designed as multiple thread programs using
TCP/IP socket to communicate. The structure of the server side program
is illustrated in Fig. 3.2. The ClientListener thread keeps listening to the
Figure 3.2: Server side components diagram
new requests from clients. The ReplicaListener thread keeps listening to the
requests of solution information from other replicas. The FileDownload thread
handles the sending of requested files to the clients. Once a new client request
comes, it communicates with the ClientListener thread first and then waits
for the solution of how to distribute its requested load. After the solution
is achieved, client side will create new threads to communicate with all the
replicas at the same time to download the computed amount of load.
The efficiency of the system can affect the energy cost of data centers.
In order to achieve a highly efficient system, we implement such multi-threaded
mechanism to handle as many client requests as possible. The decentralized
replica selection system can accept more than one request at a time. After
14
getting the optimal request distribution, the FileDownload thread starts to
send data to the clients while the decentralized replica selection system is
ready to accepting new requests from the clients.
Reliability of the decentralized replica selection system can be guaran-
teed by the time-out mechanism in each replica. The ReplicaListener thread is
used to communicate between replicas. Once a replica malfunctions, the other
replicas can know and then remove this dead replica from their lists through
the ReplicaListener thread.
3.4 Decentralized Replica Selection Algorithms
In order to design an efficient decentralized replica selection system, we
are going to investigate the algorithms we select to solve the global optimiza-
tion problem in parallel. Solving an optimization problem in a distributed
environment is not as easy as on a single machine. Not much work has been
done in solving this type of optimization problem with constraints [16]. The
consensus-based distributed projected subgradient method, as a variant of
gradient-based method, is a good candidate for solving such problem. Theo-
retically, it has been proven to be successful to solve the problem when the
global objective function is a sum of some local objective functions. It provides
a practical approach to solve the decentralized optimization problem. An-
other option for solving constrained optimization problems is the Lagrangian
dual decomposition method. It can combine the objective function with the
constraints by using the Lagrangian multiplier. Then a possible distributed
15
solution may be applicable to the dual problem. In my thesis, we implement
both algorithms and then compare their system complexity and convergence
speed.
3.4.1 Consensus-based Distributed Projected Subgradient Method
(CDPSM)
This method is originally proposed to solve constrained optimization
problems in multi-agents networks. In my thesis, we adapt this method to our
decentralized replica selection system. The objective function Eg in our replica
selection problem is the sum of functions which are local objective functions
for replicas in the form of Eg =
∑
nEn. Each replica works on solving its
own local optimization problem En which is subject to the local constraints
pcn ∈ Pn, where Pn is a subset of the constraint sets that have local variables




subject to pncn ∈ Pn
The main idea of this algorithm is to use a consensus mechanism among
distributed replicas to split the computation work. Each distributed replica
keeps working on solving a subproblem of the global problem. The consensus
mechanism can combine solution of subproblems to form the global optimiza-
tion solution. Given pcn is the solution to the global optimization problem,
each replica n starts by estimating {pcn | c ∈ C n ∈ N}n ∈ Pn and updating its
solution pcn iteratively by cooperating with other replicas. The consensus and
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projection procedure for iteratively estimating can be denoted by the following
equation:
pncn(k + 1) = ProjPn [
N∑
j=1
ajn · pjcn(k)− dk · gn(k)]+ (3.3)
where ajn are the weights of all the replicas, dk > 0 is the step size, and gn(k) is
the subgradient on its local objective function En. Since the objective function
of our problem is twice differentiable, we could use gradient instead of sub-





+ = arg min
pcn∈Pn
‖p∗cn − pcn‖
By projecting the solution pcn back into its own local constraint set Pn, the
algorithm guarantees that in each iteration the solution is feasible.
Based on this method, every replica in our system keeps running to
handle client requests and the consensus mechanism. We can present the
algorithm for each replica as follows:
Algorithm 1 Algorithm of CDPSM
1: Initialization: Set the unit price of replica i.
2: repeat
3: Collect the clients’ requests from clients.
4: Collect the solution pcn from other replicas.






n an = 1
6: Update solution by pcn = Vcn−d ·g(Vcn), where d is step size and g(Vcn)
is gradient value of function En at Vcn.




8: until pcn do not change.
As stated before, the efficiency of the replica selection system can af-
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fect the energy consumption because the energy consumption for the solution
computation period can be significant. Even though the reliability of the
replica selection system implementing such algorithm is much better than a
centralized architecture, the existence of both local and global constraints can
increase the complexity of our system. The size of solution pcn in each replica is
O(|C| · |N |). The consensus mechanism requires distributed replicas to request
the solutions from other replicas. So the communication complexity of each
iteration is of size O(|C|·|N |·|N−1|·|N |) which is approximately O(|C|·|N |3),
where C is the number of clients and N is the number of replicas.
3.4.2 Lagrangian Dual Decomposition Method (LDDM)
Since there are dependencies in the global variables among replicas,
we need to decouple them in order to solve the problem in parallel. LDDM
provides us with a way to solve such problem. Given the original problem (3.2),










µi · hc(P )
subject to fn(P ) =
∑
c
pcn −Bn ≤ 0, ∀n ∈ N
(3.4)
By using the Lagrangian multiplier µ, the equality constraints that have
the global coupling variables of the original problem, are transformed into the
objective function of its dual problem (3.4). So for the replicas in our system,
18
each of them just needs to solve the local optimization problem and update











pcn −Bn ≤ 0
(3.5)
where {pcn | c ∈ C} are the local variables in replica n. The task of updating µ
is assigned to the clients since the equality constraints in the original problem
(3.2) are associated with each client request. The updating of µ is done by
solving the problem (3.6). Gradient method can be used to solve such linear






subject to µ ∈ RC
(3.6)
We implement the algorithm as below:
Algorithm 2 Algorithm of LDDM (Replica n)
1: Initialization: Set the unit price of replica i.
2: Collect the clients’ requests from clients and their value of µ. Tell the
other replicas such information.
3: repeat
4: Solve the local optimization problem (3.5).
5: Send solution pcn to each client c.
6: Request the new µc from the client c.
7: Stops if {pcn | c ∈ C} do not change.
8: until pcn do not change.
To achieve higher performance for parallel algorithms used for solving
global optimization problem, both low system complexity and high algorithm
19
convergence rate are required. Comparing with CDPSM, the system with the
LDDM implemented has lower complexity. In the system implemented with
this method, the cooperation is between client and replica, so there is little
communication among the replicas. The size of the solution of each replica is
O(|C|). The communication complexity of each iteration is O(|C| · |N |), which
is lower than the complexity of using CDPSM shown in previous subsection.
In theory, the LDDM also has higher convergence rate than CDPSM. Fig. 3.3
shows the comparison of simulated convergence rates of these two methods.
We do the simulation work with three replicas using MatLab. For solving the
same optimization problem, the CDPSM converges slower than the LDDM.
So theoretically, for our energy-aware replica selection problem, the LDDM is
expected to have higher performance.
3.4.3 Examples
I am going to use a simple example problem to illustrate how these two




f(X) = f1(x1) + f2(x2)
subject to h(x1, x2) ≤ 0
x1 ∈ C1
x2 ∈ C2
In order to solve this problem using consensus based projected subgra-
20
Figure 3.3: Simulation results
dient method, problem can be divided into two sub problems f1 and f2 sharing
the same constraint set C. We express the solution of them as X1{x1, x2} and
X2{x1, x2}. k is the iteration number of this method.
So for the sub problem f1, V
k+1 = a1 · Xk1 + a2 · Xk2 − αk · gk where
a1 + a2 = 1, αk is the step size which is usually set to be 1/k, and gk is the
gradient of f1 at the point a1 ·Xk1 + a2 ·Xk2 .
If V k+1 is feasible, it is the solution of iteration k + 1.
Xk+11 = V
k+1
If V k+1 is not feasible, the solution of iteration k+1 can be achieved by
projecting V k+1 to the constraint set to find the its nearest solution in terms
21
of Euclidean distance. To sum these two conditions together, we can achieve




Meanwhile, sub problem f2 also does the same thing. After certain
iterations, X1 and X2 can converge to the same solution through the consensus
procedure.
The Lagrangian dual decomposition method can also be used to solve
f(X). We can formulate the Lagrangian function L(X,λ) by using the La-
grangian multiplier λ:
L(X,λ) = f1(x1) + f2(x2) + λ · (h1(x1) + h2(x2))
So the problem is constitute with two sub problems:
minimize
x
f1(x1) + λ1 · h1(x1)




f2(x2) + λ2 · h2(x2)
subject to x2 ∈ C2








In this section, we first present a system which can mimic the behav-
iors of data centers in cloud in terms of energy consumption. Then, we use
two types of data-intensive applications, video streaming and distributed file
services, to test the prototype of our decentralized replica selection system. At
last, we analyze the performance and energy cost of our system implemented
with two distributed replica selection algorithms and demonstrate that LDDM
outperforms CDPSM and baseline round-robin method in both performance
and energy cost.
4.1 Assumptions and System Setup
4.1.1 Assumptions
In the following experiments, we are going to use a single cluster node
to function like a real replica. We assume that, for data-intensive applications,
energy consumption model of a single cluster node is very similar to that of
a data center. It can be easily proved as below. Assuming we have workload
p, we can know from the equation (3.1) that the energy consumption(Es) of a
23
single cluster machine is:
Es = αp+ βp
3 (4.1)
If we are using a data center to handle p client requests, the task can be
split into pi where
∑N
i=1 pi = p, N is the number of nodes involved with this
task in this data center. So the energy consumption(Ed) of this data center
















In reality, the energy consumption of network devices is much lower
than that of servers in a data center. Therefore, we can assume that the value
of β is much smaller than α in equation (3.1). So we can have Es ≈ Ed. Based
on this equation, it is reasonable for us to use a cluster node to model the
energy behaviors of a real replica in cloud.
4.1.2 System Setup
We use eight nodes of our SystemG cluster as replicas to conduct our
experiments. They are strongly connected with each other in Ethernet. The
SystemG cluster is a 22.8 TFLOPS supercomputer providing a research plat-
form for development of high performance software and simulation tools. Each
node is equipped with two quad-core 2.8 GHz Intel Xeon Processors, an 8 GB
RAM, and a 6MB cache. SystemG is also equipped with both Ethernet and
Infiniband adapters and switches. In this experiment, we use the Intelligent
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Power Distribution Units( Dominion PX) to dynamically profile power con-
sumption of controlled machines. The power sampling rate is 100 times/sec.
The model parameters used in the experiments in this section are de-
fined in Table 4.1. We also set the value of scalars an,αn, and βn in Table I to
be 1.
Table 4.1: Parameters setup in the model
Replica 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
Elec. Price (¢/kwh) 1 8 1 6 1 5 2 3
Band Cap (MB/s) 100 100 100 100 100 100 100 100
In our experiments, we use two types of data-intensive applications:
the video streaming and the distributed file service. The size per request is
different for these two applications. We set the size per request for the video
streaming is approximately 100 MBytes and for the distributed file service it is
approximately 10 MBytes. The experiments last for several minutes (depends
on the request size and amount of requests). All the requests are sent from
one client. The value of requests is shown in Fig. 4.1
The clients’ requests arrive at the cloud one right after another. For
example, the first request arrives at the cloud. Then data centers cooperate
with each other to achieve the solution. After the calculation is done, the
second request arrives at the cloud and the threads for downloading the first
file start in each data center. In our experiment, we have totally 23 requests
sent from the single client.
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Figure 4.1: Client Requests
4.2 Performance and Power Analysis
In this subsection, we use two data intensive applications to study the
power and performance characteristics of the proposed system implemented
with CDPSM and LDDM.
The power profiles for using CDPSM and LDDM in our system running
with distributed file service are shown in Fig. 4.2 and Fig. 4.3. The system
power is consumed by both replica selection ( including both local solution
calculation and global information cooperation periods), and file transferring
after the computation work. The “valleys” shown in these two figures represent
the time when only replica selection process is running or system is listening to
the new requests. The “peaks” represent the time when replicas are accepting
new client requests and transferring files to the previous clients. The execution
time of each replica shown in the graphs depends on both assigned workload
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Figure 4.2: Runtime power profile for individual replica using CDPSM (dis-
tributed file service)
Figure 4.3: Runtime power profile for individual replica using LDDM (dis-
tributed file service)
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Figure 4.4: Runtime power profile for individual replica using CDPSM (video
streaming)
Figure 4.5: Runtime power profile for individual replica using LDDM (video
streaming)
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and solution calculation time. We can observe that handling the same number
of client requests, our system implemented with LDDM runs faster than the
system with CDPSM (for most of the individual cases, LDDM finishes earlier).
It validates that LDDM has a lower communication complexity and better
convergence rate than CDPSM. Also, the average power of using LDDM is
lower than that of using CDPSM. It is because the system with CDPSM
requires more work (compared to LDDM, CDPSM needs to collaborate with
all other replicas and clients at every iteration in order to make scheduling
decision) in each iteration than the system with LDDM. This also proves
that CDPSM’s system complexity is higher than LDDM. In Fig 4.3, we can
observe that the power consumption of replica 3 and 5 remain constantly low
during the execution. This is because these two replicas either have not been
selected as downloading targets by replica selection calculation or have really
low workload assigned.
Fig. 4.4 and 4.5 illustrate the runtime power profiles of running video
streaming application using CDPSM and LDDM. From these figures, we could
easily observe that the runtime load assignment is more balanced for CDPSM
than LDDM after global solution calculation period. Replica 2, 4, and 7 share
a power climbing trend during the execution. They start with less downloading
requests and later on the bandwidth is saturated with more accumulated tasks,
which cause the system power to climb. Replica 3, 5 and 6 in Fig. 4.5 are
the ones that have little or no load assigned by the algorithm so that they
appear to have constant low power consumption. From Fig. 4.4 and 4.5
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alone, we can not determine which algorithm has better performance because
the time proportion of the global solution calculation time through these two
algorithms is much lower for this application due to larger request size and
data transferring time. In the next subsection, we will compare their energy
cost in order to decide which algorithm should be used in the proposed system.
4.3 Energy Cost Analysis
We evaluate the energy cost of our decentralized replica selection system
with that of the system where round-robin algorithm is used to map client
requests to the replicas.
We use both video streaming and distributed file service as the appli-
cations to evaluate the total energy cost of replicas. For video streaming, the
energy cost of each replica and the total energy cost by using three different
algorithms are shown in Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.7. For the application of dis-
tributed file service, the energy cost of each replica and the total energy cost
by using three different methods are shown in Fig. 4.8 and Fig. 4.9. The
actual numerical energy cost data of the two applications under three different
algorithms is presented in Tab. 4.2
From Fig. 4.6 and Fig. 4.8 , we can observe that generally LDDM and
CDPSM are better than round-robin method for individual replicas. And in
terms of total energy cost shown in Fig. 4.7 and Fig. 4.9, the replica selection
system implemented with LDDM has lower energy cost than that of CDPSM
and round-robin methods. The reason why LDDM has lower energy cost than
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Table 4.2: Actual energy cost of the two applciations under three different
algorithms
App Algo. Nodes Total
Video
LDDM
76051.2 25560.2 156104.8 30818.1
699292.5
192463.2 34912.2 127148.5 56017.6
CPDSM
72588 23633 382632 21594.9
829446.3
138871.8 24641 123647.5 41838.67
Round Robin
112233 45317 297655.2 45324.7
850353.1
158247 32699.3 104750.5 54126.4
DFS
LDDM
52521.6 20641.8 157913.6 18660.7
559952.2
117229.2 23543.1 123867 45575.2
CPDSM
53972.7 24999.7 185511.2 21657.1
609823.3
142891.8 21601.9 112819.5 46369.4
Round Robin
74391.6 30289.2 204839.3 29315.8
611191.1
115452.7 22904.2 95478.8 38519.5
CDPSM is because LDDM has better performance for solution calculation pe-
riod of replica selection, which results in less energy consumption. Note that,
even though CDPSM requires additional energy for computation and commu-
nication, it still performs better than round-robin method because CDPSM
method does provide the global optimal solution for workload distribution.
4.4 Discussion
From the experiments above, we can get the obvious conclusion that
both the replica selection systems using LDDM and CDPSM can reduce energy
cost of data centers for data-intensive applications. Also, the efficiency of the
system implementing LDDM is much higher than that of CDPSM. This has
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Figure 4.6: Energy cost of each replica for video streaming application
Figure 4.7: Total energy cost of all the replicas for video streaming application
already been proved theoretically as well as by the simulation results. The
request data we use in our experiment is twenty continuous data-intensive
requests within a few minutes. It simulates generally a worse situation than in
the practical cloud, because real time requests in the cloud are less intensively
spread in the time dimension.
However, the validation of the actual system performance for both
LDDM and CDPSM requires more experiments other than a few minutes of
highly data-intensive requests from one client. The details of such experimen-
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Figure 4.8: Energy cost of each replica for distributed file service
Figure 4.9: Total energy cost of all replicas for distributed file service
tal work is discussed in chapter 5.
4.5 Summary of the Contributions
In my thesis, I present a replica selection system which is used for
handling data-intensive applications in cloud. Using such system, total energy
cost in cloud can be greatly reduced.
I propose the energy consumption model of a data center based on
the current research work. This model is used to formulate the energy cost
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optimization problem in cloud.
I designed a simple decentralized architecture for the replica selection
system. It can avoid the issue of reliability, scalability, and security. Com-
paring with the centralized architecture, it does not have the single point of
failure problem.
Also, I adapted two methods, CDPSM and LDDM, into our system
to solve the global optimization problem in a distributed manner. I designed
the algorithms of CDPSM and LDDM for our decentralized replica selection
system.
I developed the program of our replica selection system. It is avail-
able on the website: http://people.rit.edu/bxl4074/. The program implements
CDPSM and LLDM. It can also work as API in the real cloud environment. In
the program, we used Mosek [1] package for solving the optimization problem.
It can be used to solve linear, quadratic, and cubic optimization problems.
I designed the experiment to validate the replica selection system. The
experiment results show that our replica selection system can promisingly re-
duce the total energy cost of the data centers.
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Chapter 5
Conclusion and Future Work
Our proposed system provides a decentralized architecture to solve the
energy-aware replica selection problem for data-intensive applications in the
cloud. It considers both total energy cost of the entire cloud and bandwidth
capacity for each replica when forming the system-wide energy model. The
performance of our prototype system proves that it is highly applicable to
process different types of data-intensive applications. In the best case scenario
of our experiments, the total energy cost using LDDM can be reduced by 17.8%
comparing with a round-robin method and 15.3% comparing with CDPSM.
In future, we plan to further improve the LDDM algorithm used by
our proposed system in order to achieve better performance and lower total
energy cost. For example, the method of choosing the Lagrangian multiplier
and the step size can affect greatly the efficiency our system. An appropriate
configuration of these parameters can improve our system.
CDPSM has a lower efficiency in our system because it is designed to
solve optimization problems which do not have public dependencies (global
constraints). If we can adapt CDPSM to the problem with both local and
global constraints, we can also improve the efficiency of our system. This
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work is also indicated in [15] as part of the future work.
At last, we will try to use practical data in the cloud to test our system.
The performance of our system varies if we use practical request data or scaling
up the size of our replica selection system. In our experiment, we use a few
minutes of intensive requests to test our system. It can be considered as the
worst situation because in reality these requests will be spread over a longer
period. Also, the size of our distributed replica selection system affects its
efficiency. In the system with LDDM implemented, scaling up of system size
can lead to a great burden to the clients because each distributed replica
needs to communicate with clients during the approximation to the optimal
solution. For CDPSM, increasing the number of distributed replicas means
more consensus processes, which results in a greater communication overhead
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